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Warbird silver and gold national 
champions Richard Verano of YS 
USA and Robert Holik from APC.
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RC PYLON

Richard Verano won a new YS motor and donated it back the NMPRA, which will raff le the 
motor off  this week to the Nats competitors and give all of the proceeds back to the AMA’s 
Cliff  Telford Memorial Scholarship fund.

Club 40 Silver.



Club 40 Gold.

Club 40 Bronze.
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CL COMBAT

The 2016 Control Line Combat Nationals opened 
Saturday, July 16, with F2D Combat. Twenty six very 
good pilots started a triple elimination contest, facing 

more than 75 matches. Due to the good organization of the 
fl ightline, pioneered by Bob Mears and Arlene Pyles, they 
packed in more than 50 matches in less than 11 hours.

With as many spectators as there were pilots, the crowd of 
pit crews, pilots, and judges, saw lots of hard-fought matches 
packed with everything from tiny Figure Eights at 90 mph 
to low-level inverted running, and yes, of course, line tangles, 
airplanes banging into each other, midair crashes, many cuts, 
but only one set of broken lines.

The barn burner match of the day, the very fi rst one, 

featured James McKinney and Allen DeVeuve. Allen managed 
seven cuts to four in one 60-second fl urry right at the 
beginning. James got four cuts in four minutes, while Allen 
was on the ground for over half of the match, giving his pit 
crew a workout. The fi nal score was 830 to 780—less than 
a single cut. It was probably the highest-scoring F2D match 
ever.

Dave Edwards acted as event director and a cut judge, and 
Chris Gay once again got sunburned running the matches as 
circle marshal. Tom Reubenking, Bob Nelson, and Mal Fawley 
counted more than 175 cuts.

The fl ying fi nished just before 7:30 p.m. with a match 
between Chuck Rudner and Mike Evans. 
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